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International Data Exchange and
Collaborative Analysis

 Problem: Attacker can replay attacks across
different countries without rapid international
learning to defend against attacker innovations

 Benefits: International collaboration and
coordination can rapidly reduce defensive gaps
across the OECD and build crisis-response
capacities

 Leverage: Bias work factors in favor of
defense and against cyber attack

 Approach: Exchange data related to cyber
crime, attack patterns and best defense
practices

 Research: Motivate technical research via
needs of realistic data sharing scenarios
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Information Sharing And Defensive CoordinationInformation Sharing And Defensive Coordination
Can Reduce Asymmetries of Cyber Attack And DefenseCan Reduce Asymmetries of Cyber Attack And Defense

Mode Attacker Defender

A Initiative Chooses the best place, time and means
of attack

Must defend everywhere, all the
time, against any attack

B Value At Risk Small (terror or criminal actors) Large

C Code Size Small (often 100s of lines) Large (>20-50 million lines)

D Software Control High Supply chain Low

E Software Abstraction Good, integrated for purpose Poor, evolutionary tower

F Communications Organized around attack Good Organized around products
Poor

G Situational Awareness High After-market bolt-on Low

H Accountability Low (terror or criminal actors) High

I Coordination Small group high Non-scalable low

J Decision cycle Fast Slow

K Agility High (apparent) Low

L Knowledge Low, narrow High, broad but diffuse

M Architectural Control Low High, but slow

N Legal/Justice Systems Low High, but slow
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Threat Actors And CapabilitiesThreat Actors And Capabilities
Threat Actors Motive Targets Means Resources

Nation States
During War Time Political

Military, intelligence, infrastructure,
espionage, reconnaissance,
influence operations, world orders

Intelligence, military,
broad private sector

Fully mobilized, multi-
spectrum

Nation States
During Peace Time Political Espionage, reconnaissance,

influence operations, world orders

Intelligence, military,
leverages criminal
enterprises or black
markets

High, multi-spectrum,
variable skill sets
below major cyber
powers

Terrorists,
Insurgents Political Infrastructure, extortion Leverage black markets? Limited, low expertise

Political Activists
or Parties Political Political outcomes Outsourcing? Limited, low expertise

Black Markets For
Cyber Crime Financial

Hijacked resources, fraud, theft, IP
theft, illicit content, scams, crime
for hire

Tools, exploits,
platforms, data,
expertise, planning

Mobilizes cyber crime
networks

Criminal
Enterprises Financial

Reconnaissance,
planning, diverse
expertise

Professional, low end
multi-spectrum,
leverage of black
markets

Small Scale
Criminals Financial Leverages black markets Low, mostly reliant on

black markets

Rogue Enterprises Financial IP theft, influence on  sectoral
issues

Outsourcing to criminal
enterprises?

Sectoral expertise,
funding, organization
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Benefits OfBenefits Of
International Cyber Data SharingInternational Cyber Data Sharing

 Data sharingData sharing
 Trends:Trends: Retrodictive cyber statistics across the OECDRetrodictive cyber statistics across the OECD
 AntiAnti--crime measures:crime measures: Cyber crime targets, vectors, methods,Cyber crime targets, vectors, methods,

countercounter--measuresmeasures
 Closing defensive gaps:Closing defensive gaps: comparison of defensive coordination andcomparison of defensive coordination and

best practicesbest practices
 IP Protection:IP Protection: Detection and prevention of industrial espionageDetection and prevention of industrial espionage
 National Cyber Defense:National Cyber Defense: Coordinate defense against nationCoordinate defense against nation--statestate

cyber attackscyber attacks
 Expertise integrationExpertise integration

 Focus collective expertise on important cyber data and analysisFocus collective expertise on important cyber data and analysis taskstasks
 Faster learning and transfer into operational practiceFaster learning and transfer into operational practice

 Collaboration and coordinationCollaboration and coordination
 Preventing replay of attacks across countries and sectorsPreventing replay of attacks across countries and sectors
 Reducing defensive gaps across the OECD plus partner countriesReducing defensive gaps across the OECD plus partner countries
 Crisis responseCrisis response

 Research and development coordinationResearch and development coordination
 Leverage and combine national expertise and experienceLeverage and combine national expertise and experience
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Integration of Technical and Economic PerspectivesIntegration of Technical and Economic Perspectives

Security Engineering defends and attributes

Security Economics analyzes incentives and risks

Value at
Risk

Threat
Actors

Attack
Vectors

Attacker Business Model

Technical Perspective

Defender Business Model

Value Monetization

Security Advantage

Political Return
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Defensive Complexity Analysis:Defensive Complexity Analysis:
Coordination Reduces Search Space for DefendersCoordination Reduces Search Space for Defenders

 Attacker search leverageAttacker search leverage
 Integrated organizationIntegrated organization
 Focus on targetFocus on target
 Choice of attack vector(s)Choice of attack vector(s)
 Selection of place and time of attackSelection of place and time of attack
 Black markets for crime wareBlack markets for crime ware

 Defender search leverageDefender search leverage
 Shared situational awareness (data, info)Shared situational awareness (data, info)
 Constrain search by linking data across dimensions (attack vectoConstrain search by linking data across dimensions (attack vectors, value at risk)rs, value at risk)
 Shared detectionShared detection
 Shared responsesShared responses
 Shared best practicesShared best practices
 Sharing expertiseSharing expertise
 Shared analytical tools and methodologiesShared analytical tools and methodologies
 Focused and scalable collaborationFocused and scalable collaboration
 Shared R&DShared R&D

 Amortize effort to establish frameworks for international data sAmortize effort to establish frameworks for international data sharingharing
 Base: Data, information, knowledge, algorithmsBase: Data, information, knowledge, algorithms
 Expertise: Index expertise around data topicsExpertise: Index expertise around data topics

 Better ability to understand and use the dataBetter ability to understand and use the data
 Enable focused collaborationEnable focused collaboration

 Collaboration: Refine the data, practices and responsesCollaboration: Refine the data, practices and responses
 Sectoral practitioners, stakeholdersSectoral practitioners, stakeholders
 CrossCross--sectoral synergiessectoral synergies
 R&D to improve data, practices and responsesR&D to improve data, practices and responses

 Architecture: Evolve the sharing and collaboration systemArchitecture: Evolve the sharing and collaboration system
 TaskTask--driven legal and regulatory harmonizationdriven legal and regulatory harmonization
 Security & collaboration researchSecurity & collaboration research
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InternationalInternational
Cyber Data Sharing ArchitectureCyber Data Sharing Architecture
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Data Collection and Sharing GoalsData Collection and Sharing Goals
 Build shared awareness and understanding of cyber phenomenaBuild shared awareness and understanding of cyber phenomena

across countriesacross countries
 Employ shared data collection methodologiesEmploy shared data collection methodologies
 Integrate measurements of phenomena across bordersIntegrate measurements of phenomena across borders
 Focus early on cyber crime and cyber economicsFocus early on cyber crime and cyber economics

 Create comparable transnational data setsCreate comparable transnational data sets
 Capture cyber breaches, attack patterns, best practices, defensiCapture cyber breaches, attack patterns, best practices, defensiveve

coordinationcoordination
 Include aggregate data on crime, black markets, economics, stateInclude aggregate data on crime, black markets, economics, state--

state interactions, longstate interactions, long--term cyberterm cyber--fueled transformationsfueled transformations
 Field a cyber data sharing framework that helps countries to:Field a cyber data sharing framework that helps countries to:

 Collect cyber data for compatible sharingCollect cyber data for compatible sharing
 Fuse data to create common situational awarenessFuse data to create common situational awareness
 Manage national legal impediments to sharing via derived orManage national legal impediments to sharing via derived or

aggregate data or by recommending harmonization stepsaggregate data or by recommending harmonization steps
 Exchange derived data in real timeExchange derived data in real time
 Provide mechanisms for controlled drill down needed for lawProvide mechanisms for controlled drill down needed for law

enforcement, advanced persistent threats (APT) or cyberenforcement, advanced persistent threats (APT) or cyber
emergenciesemergencies

 Develop shared collection, fusion, analysis, and responseDevelop shared collection, fusion, analysis, and response
capabilitiescapabilities
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Data PlanesData Planes
 TechnologyTechnology PlanePlane

 FocusFocus on the range of technicalon the range of technical vulnerabilities and technicalvulnerabilities and technical approachesapproaches
toto defensedefense

 IncludesIncludes new attack surfaces like cloudnew attack surfaces like cloud computing and mobility,computing and mobility,
butbut alsoalso improving defensive technologiesimproving defensive technologies

 Cyber Crime and CriminalCyber Crime and Criminal JusticeJustice
 Focus on cyberFocus on cyber crime motivated bycrime motivated by financialfinancial gain, prevention, detectiongain, prevention, detection

andand prosecutionprosecution
 IncludesIncludes economics ofeconomics of cyber crime,cyber crime, forensics, industrialforensics, industrial espionage, vigilanteespionage, vigilante

activities,activities, internationalinternational cooperationcooperation
 Economic PlaneEconomic Plane

 Focus isFocus is onon data supporting policy movesdata supporting policy moves to improve market responseto improve market response
toto cybercyber securitysecurity

 IncludesIncludes industrial organization in theindustrial organization in the IT capital goods sector,IT capital goods sector,
riskrisk management, actuarial datamanagement, actuarial data and insurance and analysis ofand insurance and analysis of potentialpotential
governmentgovernment interventionintervention

 DefensiveDefensive CoordinationCoordination
 Focus on sharing ofFocus on sharing of threat,threat, vulnerability, breachvulnerability, breach and response data as welland response data as well

asas best practices withinbest practices within sectorssectors
 StateState--centric Cybercentric Cyber InteractionsInteractions

 Focus is onFocus is on interstateinterstate cyber espionage, sabotage,cyber espionage, sabotage, preparation of thepreparation of the
battlefieldbattlefield and cyberand cyber attacksattacks

 IncludesIncludes indications & warnings,indications & warnings, cooperative defense, normcooperative defense, norm developmentdevelopment
 CyberCyber--fueledfueled LongLong--term Transformationsterm Transformations

 Focus is on theFocus is on the transformations withintransformations within modernmodern economies andeconomies and
internationalinternational systems arising fromsystems arising from ubiquitous integrationubiquitous integration ofof computation andcomputation and
globalglobal networkingnetworking

 Includes changingIncludes changing action possibilities foraction possibilities for old andold and new groups,new groups,
whetherwhether economic, political or affinity.economic, political or affinity.
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IncentivesIncentives
 GeneralGeneral

 Data views into cyber only possible through transnational integrData views into cyber only possible through transnational integrationation
 Retrodictive data to understand trendsRetrodictive data to understand trends
 Predictive data for early warningPredictive data for early warning
 Identification of best practicesIdentification of best practices
 Crisis response modeCrisis response mode

 If you contribute, you get the benefits of otherIf you contribute, you get the benefits of other’’s contributions.s contributions.
 Public goods and free rider challengesPublic goods and free rider challenges

 Slice the data vertically so that participants can subscribe toSlice the data vertically so that participants can subscribe to those verticals forthose verticals for
which they collect and submit derivativeswhich they collect and submit derivatives

 GovernmentsGovernments
 Control of national fusion centersControl of national fusion centers
 Operate under national lawsOperate under national laws

 Security IndustrySecurity Industry
 More collection by other parties enables more valueMore collection by other parties enables more value--added products &added products &

servicesservices
 Private SectorPrivate Sector

 Better cyber data on which to base decisions, more accurate riskBetter cyber data on which to base decisions, more accurate risk assessmentassessment
across sectorsacross sectors

 Early warning as crime models developed and applied to sectorsEarly warning as crime models developed and applied to sectors
 Technical reinforcement of incentives for participantsTechnical reinforcement of incentives for participants

 Resilient mechanism designResilient mechanism design
 Interdependent risk models to inform designInterdependent risk models to inform design
 Game theoryGame theory
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Data HarmonizationData Harmonization
 Collaborative processes required for developing:Collaborative processes required for developing:

 Shared vocabularies for describing cyber data andShared vocabularies for describing cyber data and
phenomenaphenomena
 Cross human language mappingsCross human language mappings

 Domain ontologies dataDomain ontologies data
 Standardized data formats within domainsStandardized data formats within domains
 Approach for data format evolutionApproach for data format evolution
 CrossCross--ontology linkagesontology linkages
 Provenance metadataProvenance metadata
 Security policiesSecurity policies –– appropriate useappropriate use

 Derived data definitionsDerived data definitions
 Algorithms for computing derivationsAlgorithms for computing derivations
 Metadata for outputsMetadata for outputs

 ApproachApproach
 Start from existing datasetsStart from existing datasets
 Work towards integration of base datasetsWork towards integration of base datasets
 Define generalization planes on datasetsDefine generalization planes on datasets
 Evolve datasets based on experienceEvolve datasets based on experience
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Key QuestionsKey Questions
 Data:Data: What cyber data should be shared?What cyber data should be shared?

 What domain?What domain?
 What purpose?What purpose?

 Synergies:Synergies: What synergies arise from integrating dataWhat synergies arise from integrating data
across national boundaries?across national boundaries?

 Impact:Impact: How will it help participating countries?How will it help participating countries?
 Incentives:Incentives: What are the incentives for providingWhat are the incentives for providing

data?data?
 Quality:Quality: How can the integrity and quality of data beHow can the integrity and quality of data be

assured?assured?
 Availability:Availability: How can data be made available in usefulHow can data be made available in useful

formats and in time to be relevant?formats and in time to be relevant?
 Risk:Risk: How should data sharing risks be managed?How should data sharing risks be managed?

 What risks are involved in assembling and sharing data?What risks are involved in assembling and sharing data?
 How can data be sliced or aggregated to reduce risks?How can data be sliced or aggregated to reduce risks?
 How can access be controlled with incremental revelation toHow can access be controlled with incremental revelation to

reduce risks while enabling benefits?reduce risks while enabling benefits?
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Political and Legal ChallengesPolitical and Legal Challenges
 Political and legal barriersPolitical and legal barriers

 Divergent legal requirementsDivergent legal requirements
 Government procedures for handling classified informationGovernment procedures for handling classified information
 Export controlsExport controls
 Proprietary dataProprietary data
 PrivacyPrivacy

 How can progress be made quickly before legal andHow can progress be made quickly before legal and
regulatory harmonization is addressed? (10 years orregulatory harmonization is addressed? (10 years or
more?)more?)
 Share derived dataShare derived data
 Share patterns to be detected in 1Share patterns to be detected in 1stst order dataorder data

 Create countryCreate country--level fusion centers (CERTS?)level fusion centers (CERTS?)
 Provides governments with control over national data andProvides governments with control over national data and

analysisanalysis
 Manage drill down for exceptional casesManage drill down for exceptional cases
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ArchitectureArchitecture
 Establish national cyber data fusion centersEstablish national cyber data fusion centers

 Collect shared base data across public and private sectorsCollect shared base data across public and private sectors
 Apply shared algorithms for aggregation, pattern matching and crApply shared algorithms for aggregation, pattern matching and creation ofeation of

derived dataderived data
 Share the derived dataShare the derived data
 Build redundancy into the collection mechanism to enable checkinBuild redundancy into the collection mechanism to enable checking of datag of data

validityvalidity
 Link these centers together for sharingLink these centers together for sharing

 Provide methods to assure the integrity of dataProvide methods to assure the integrity of data
 Provide appropriate access control policiesProvide appropriate access control policies

 Make data available to appropriate 3rd parties to perform valueMake data available to appropriate 3rd parties to perform value--addedadded
analysisanalysis

 Accept feedback from all participants on improvements to data coAccept feedback from all participants on improvements to data collectionllection
and analysisand analysis
 Track successes, near missesTrack successes, near misses

 Tight integration with key sectorsTight integration with key sectors
 Telcos, ISPs, network & computing infrastructure (implements ICTTelcos, ISPs, network & computing infrastructure (implements ICT))
 Critical infrastructuresCritical infrastructures
 Financial sectorFinancial sector
 Major online application infrastructureMajor online application infrastructure
 IPIP--based sectors (industrial espionage)based sectors (industrial espionage)
 EE--business (readily accessed via Internet)business (readily accessed via Internet)
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Recursive ArchitectureRecursive Architecture
 Create a scalable sharing, fusion andCreate a scalable sharing, fusion and

collaboration architecturecollaboration architecture
 Apply the architecture the the following levels:Apply the architecture the the following levels:
 SectorsSectors
 CountriesCountries
 InternationallyInternationally

 Effectiveness will be as good as theEffectiveness will be as good as the
engineering and security architectureengineering and security architecture
investment in the systemsinvestment in the systems
 Trust in the platform will govern how much data isTrust in the platform will govern how much data is

sharedshared
 Field higher standard systems at all levelsField higher standard systems at all levels
 Amortize the cost at multiple levelsAmortize the cost at multiple levels
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Supporting TechnologiesSupporting Technologies
 High integrity storage with fineHigh integrity storage with fine--grained securitygrained security
 PatternPattern--based compression techniquesbased compression techniques
 Techniques for obfuscation of private information,Techniques for obfuscation of private information,

including identityincluding identity
 Policy representation and understandingPolicy representation and understanding

 Understanding the law, social norms (higher level concepts,Understanding the law, social norms (higher level concepts,
metameta--language?)language?)

 Expressive policy languagesExpressive policy languages
 Policy analysis and conflict detectionPolicy analysis and conflict detection
 Formalization and semiFormalization and semi--automated enforcementautomated enforcement
 UsabilityUsability

 Revocable anonymityRevocable anonymity
 Technical reinforcement of incentivesTechnical reinforcement of incentives

 Resilient mechanism designResilient mechanism design
 Interdependent riskInterdependent risk
 Game theoryGame theory
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Precedents Can Inform The ArchitecturePrecedents Can Inform The Architecture
 European Network & Information Security AgencyEuropean Network & Information Security Agency

 Collects, analyzes, disseminates data on InfoSec in pan EuropeanCollects, analyzes, disseminates data on InfoSec in pan European contextcontext
 DHS Predict (US)DHS Predict (US)

 Legal framework for sharing cyber data with USLegal framework for sharing cyber data with US
 International framework in progressInternational framework in progress

 Wombat ProjectWombat Project
 Collaborative sensors for Internet malware and attack dataCollaborative sensors for Internet malware and attack data

 European PublicEuropean Public--private Partnership For Resilienceprivate Partnership For Resilience
 Critical information infrastructure protectionCritical information infrastructure protection

 Financial Services Information Sharing and Analysis Center (FSFinancial Services Information Sharing and Analysis Center (FS--ISAC)ISAC)
 Organizations submit information anonymouslyOrganizations submit information anonymously
 Data received by members cannot be attributed to any specific orData received by members cannot be attributed to any specific organizationganization
 ISAC was based on NYC modelISAC was based on NYC model
 ISAC was created by financial services industryISAC was created by financial services industry

 National Cyber Forensics and Training Alliance (US)National Cyber Forensics and Training Alliance (US)
 NonNon--profit that integrates information and analysis for the financiaprofit that integrates information and analysis for the financial servicesl services

sector across private, public and academic communitiessector across private, public and academic communities
 Confickr Working GroupConfickr Working Group
 Phishing SharingPhishing Sharing

 AntiAnti--Phishing Working GroupPhishing Working Group
 Digital PhishnetDigital Phishnet

 Others?Others?
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StrategyStrategy
 Start with a narrow yet useful data dimensionsStart with a narrow yet useful data dimensions
 Begin with lower sensitivity dataBegin with lower sensitivity data
 Focus on data to characterize aggregatesFocus on data to characterize aggregates
 EasyEasy --> hard sharing> hard sharing
 Defer dangerous dataDefer dangerous data

 Decompose data by sensitivity horizontally andDecompose data by sensitivity horizontally and
verticallyvertically

 Build warning data around communities ofBuild warning data around communities of
expertise able to understand and analyze dataexpertise able to understand and analyze data
 Specific sectorsSpecific sectors

 Target applications to support:Target applications to support:
 Situational awarenessSituational awareness
 Defensive coordinationDefensive coordination
 Defeating attacks (or increasing uncertainty ofDefeating attacks (or increasing uncertainty of

success)success)
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Template for Recommended Data CollectionTemplate for Recommended Data Collection

 Question:Question: What is the scientific or policyWhat is the scientific or policy--relevant question?relevant question?
 Data Requirements:Data Requirements: What data would enable us to answer it?What data would enable us to answer it?
 Analytical Tools:Analytical Tools: What kind of analysis techniques are relevant?What kind of analysis techniques are relevant?
 Existing Data:Existing Data: If data already exists,If data already exists,

 Who controls it?Who controls it?
 How can it be accessed?How can it be accessed?

 New Data:New Data: If new data is required,If new data is required,
 Who can collect it?Who can collect it?
 What practical or legal issues are involved?What practical or legal issues are involved?

 Data Comparability:Data Comparability: How can this data be compared?How can this data be compared?
 Indicators:Indicators: What indicator(s) can be devised from this data?What indicator(s) can be devised from this data?
 Collection Difficulty:Collection Difficulty: How feasible is it for someone to collectHow feasible is it for someone to collect

and share this data?and share this data?
 What are the legal  barriers?What are the legal  barriers?
 What are the trust or privacy constraints?What are the trust or privacy constraints?

 Collection Priority:Collection Priority: How important is this question and the dataHow important is this question and the data
necessary to answer it?necessary to answer it?
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Harmonized Retention RequirementsHarmonized Retention Requirements

Data retention policies should match theData retention policies should match the
statute of limitationsstatute of limitations

 Law enforcement seems to like 3 yearsLaw enforcement seems to like 3 years
 But, APT is longer term, so longerBut, APT is longer term, so longer

retention will help with APTretention will help with APT
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Data ConsiderationsData Considerations
 Comparable characterization of cyber crime across countries by:Comparable characterization of cyber crime across countries by:

 Sectors targetedSectors targeted
 Methods of attack & coordinationMethods of attack & coordination
 Vulnerabilities exploited (technical and organizational)Vulnerabilities exploited (technical and organizational)
 Nature of criminal organizations (including black markets)Nature of criminal organizations (including black markets)
 Precursor signaturesPrecursor signatures
 Detection signaturesDetection signatures
 Effectiveness of defensive coordinationEffectiveness of defensive coordination
 CountermeasuresCountermeasures

 Capture of sufficient time window data to detect APT footprintsCapture of sufficient time window data to detect APT footprints
 Retention of ISP and traffic logsRetention of ISP and traffic logs
 Enterprise network sensor dataEnterprise network sensor data
 Compression via known patternsCompression via known patterns

 Layer data by generalityLayer data by generality
 Aggregates easier to collect and manageAggregates easier to collect and manage
 Specifics better for response to criminal or state activitiesSpecifics better for response to criminal or state activities

 Support realSupport real--time response to cyber crime or other attackstime response to cyber crime or other attacks
 Higher assurance handling requiredHigher assurance handling required
 Need based accessNeed based access

 Measure contribution of data to antiMeasure contribution of data to anti--crime effortscrime efforts
 Feedback to improve data and reinforce cooperationFeedback to improve data and reinforce cooperation
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RealReal--time Forensicstime Forensics
 RealReal--time forensics may mitigate the need fortime forensics may mitigate the need for

longlong--term storageterm storage
 RTF could trigger the logging tool proactivelyRTF could trigger the logging tool proactively
 But statistical RTF probably requires initial trainingBut statistical RTF probably requires initial training

on existing dataon existing data
 Need data for attribution in the short term, butNeed data for attribution in the short term, but

also need data for simulation (Monte Carlo) toalso need data for simulation (Monte Carlo) to
look for patternslook for patterns
 Entity analytics for anomaly detectionEntity analytics for anomaly detection

 ZeroZero--day AIday AI--based anomaly detectorbased anomaly detector
 Symbolic RTF may be possible with good theorySymbolic RTF may be possible with good theory

 Positive detection of deviation from modeledPositive detection of deviation from modeled
functionsfunctions
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Business Process ChangesBusiness Process Changes
To Support SharingTo Support Sharing

What business processes are needed toWhat business processes are needed to
support data sharing?support data sharing?

Who pays the cost of data collection &Who pays the cost of data collection &
sharing?sharing?

What incentives will motivate seniorWhat incentives will motivate senior
management?management?

What data control guarantees areWhat data control guarantees are
needed enable sharing?needed enable sharing?

What security and privacy technologiesWhat security and privacy technologies
are necessary to enforce sharingare necessary to enforce sharing
policies?policies?
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Conflict ManagementConflict Management
 Disagreement will exist and orderlyDisagreement will exist and orderly

mechanisms for principled resolution will bemechanisms for principled resolution will be
requiredrequired

 DomainsDomains
 DefinitionsDefinitions
 Data categoriesData categories
 Data formatsData formats
 StandardsStandards
 Legal & regulatory regimesLegal & regulatory regimes
 Purposes & political constraintsPurposes & political constraints

 SecuritySecurity
 Data security policies & enforcementData security policies & enforcement
 Credentialing, authorization and authenticationCredentialing, authorization and authentication
 Host, network and crypto assurance levelsHost, network and crypto assurance levels
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IncoInco--TRUSTTRUST--2010:2010:
Technical Research ChallengesTechnical Research Challenges
 Representation and structure of data

 Including standards for structured text
 Policy representation and understanding

 Law and social norms
 Expressive policy languages
 Policy analysis
 Conflict detection
 Formalization and semi-automated enforcement
 Usability)

 Architectures and enforcement
 Cryptography
 Private data analysis
 Watermarking
 Identifying anomalous behaviour
 Audit and accountability
 Managing risks and economic analysis
 Access control and other preventive techniques
 Issues regarding integrity of data, undo decisions, provenance, retraction, and update
 Process-centric vs. Data-centric architectures
 Compositional enforcement of policies under constraints
 Conforming to legal requirements and social norms

 Development platform and test bedDevelopment platform and test bed
 Interface for contributing data

 Network attack data, DHS, clinical studies data, vulnerability data
 Cloud computing distributed across administrative zones

 Drives research on changing policies and associated enforcement
 Specialize to different domains, like healthcare, DRM
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Enabling Technologies (Partial List)Enabling Technologies (Partial List)
 CoreCore

 Harmonized data collection strategiesHarmonized data collection strategies
 Tools for collection, storage and pattern matchingTools for collection, storage and pattern matching
 Patterns of criminal and APT behaviorPatterns of criminal and APT behavior
 Data interoperation standards (e.g., semantic data web)Data interoperation standards (e.g., semantic data web)
 Binding of legal and regulatory requirements to process and secuBinding of legal and regulatory requirements to process and security architecturesrity architectures
 UsabilityUsability

 SecuritySecurity
 Identifying anomalous behaviorIdentifying anomalous behavior
 Audit and accountabilityAudit and accountability
 Managing risks (economic analysis)Managing risks (economic analysis)
 Access control, preventiveAccess control, preventive
 Approaches to access control across administrative boundariesApproaches to access control across administrative boundaries
 Compositional enforcement of policies under constraintsCompositional enforcement of policies under constraints
 Remote policy enforcementRemote policy enforcement
 Integrity of dataIntegrity of data
 Undo decisions, provenance, retraction, updateUndo decisions, provenance, retraction, update
 Sandboxed computation on sensitive dataSandboxed computation on sensitive data

 Cryptographic techniquesCryptographic techniques
 Data splittingData splitting
 Differential privacyDifferential privacy
 Checking the integrity and provenance outputs from computationsChecking the integrity and provenance outputs from computations on the dataon the data
 Private data analysisPrivate data analysis
 Watermarking (aggregate information)Watermarking (aggregate information)
 Arithmetic (+, x) helps elicit data without divulging identityArithmetic (+, x) helps elicit data without divulging identity

 Inputs are encryptedInputs are encrypted
 Operation performed on cyber textOperation performed on cyber text
 Outputs decrypted using keys that cannot decrypt the inputsOutputs decrypted using keys that cannot decrypt the inputs
 Extra credit: audit system to check the data integrity and reliaExtra credit: audit system to check the data integrity and reliabilitybility
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Caveat: Cyber defense data can be relevant to offenseCaveat: Cyber defense data can be relevant to offense

 Duality of defensive and offensive informationDuality of defensive and offensive information
 Understanding defensibility of targets can informUnderstanding defensibility of targets can inform

attacks against themattacks against them
 Wide scope and comprehensiveness of cyber dataWide scope and comprehensiveness of cyber data

create an irresistible target for insiders and wellcreate an irresistible target for insiders and well--
resourced outsidersresourced outsiders

 Certain data must be closely controlledCertain data must be closely controlled
 Weaponizable cyber dataWeaponizable cyber data

Control data for botnetsControl data for botnets
MalwareMalware
Vulnerability libraryVulnerability library
Critical sector defense practicesCritical sector defense practices

 Data with high monetization potentialData with high monetization potential
Effective attack patterns against valuable targetsEffective attack patterns against valuable targets
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Key Idea: Data Generality vs. SpecificityKey Idea: Data Generality vs. Specificity

 Data sensitivity often correlated with specificityData sensitivity often correlated with specificity
 Sharing easier: Aggregate dataSharing easier: Aggregate data
 Sharing harder: Specific, identifiable dataSharing harder: Specific, identifiable data

 Three Legal frameworksThree Legal frameworks
 Aggregate data suitable for national accounts statisticsAggregate data suitable for national accounts statistics
 Intermediate data provides more structure but no revelation ofIntermediate data provides more structure but no revelation of

identities oridentities or ““privateprivate”” datadata
 Specific data gives full details with PPI obfuscated or notSpecific data gives full details with PPI obfuscated or not

 Specific data will likely require a PREDICT like legalSpecific data will likely require a PREDICT like legal
frameworkframework
 Establish framework for providerEstablish framework for provider--consumer specificconsumer specific

agreements for shared dataagreements for shared data
 Provide special handling procedures for sensitive dataProvide special handling procedures for sensitive data

 Incremental access via generalIncremental access via general --> specific can reveal> specific can reveal
whether access is neededwhether access is needed
 FineFine--grained security can support precise accessgrained security can support precise access
 New access control model based on abstraction?New access control model based on abstraction?
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Implications ofImplications of
Data Relevant to Cyber OffenseData Relevant to Cyber Offense
 Access control and accountable use are criticallyAccess control and accountable use are critically

importantimportant
 Segregate dangerous dataSegregate dangerous data
 Require high assurance handlingRequire high assurance handling

 Trustworthiness of data sharing architecture andTrustworthiness of data sharing architecture and
implementation is crucial for buyimplementation is crucial for buy--inin
 Design for high attacker work factorDesign for high attacker work factor
 Protect against insidersProtect against insiders
 Partition and differentially encrypt dataPartition and differentially encrypt data
 Combine on an asCombine on an as--needed basis under strong assuranceneeded basis under strong assurance
 Produce less dangerous derived productsProduce less dangerous derived products

 Sharing will be as deep or as shallow as trust amongSharing will be as deep or as shallow as trust among
cooperating countriescooperating countries
 Calibration of intentCalibration of intent
 Ability to enforce access control policiesAbility to enforce access control policies
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Tension Between Openness & SensitivityTension Between Openness & Sensitivity

 Low sensitivity information can be shared toLow sensitivity information can be shared to
enable interesting applications or analysesenable interesting applications or analyses

 Open cyber data empowermentOpen cyber data empowerment
 Leverage: Enable 3rd parties to develop valueLeverage: Enable 3rd parties to develop value--

added analysesadded analyses
 Evolve: Feedback ideas for improvement into dataEvolve: Feedback ideas for improvement into data

requirements and to providersrequirements and to providers
 Highly sensitive information cannot be widelyHighly sensitive information cannot be widely

sharedshared
 Need to strike a balance between opennessNeed to strike a balance between openness

and safetyand safety
 Provide appropriate data handling regimesProvide appropriate data handling regimes

according to safety criteriaaccording to safety criteria
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Trustworthy Host Platform ForTrustworthy Host Platform For
Collaborative Research And EducationCollaborative Research And Education
 Problem:Problem: Attackers are subverting legacy architectures which areAttackers are subverting legacy architectures which are

inadequate for current threatsinadequate for current threats
 Benefits:Benefits: Development and evolution of a cleanDevelopment and evolution of a clean--slate trustworthyslate trustworthy

host will:host will:
 Create reference host architecture for computing, routers, cloudCreate reference host architecture for computing, routers, cloud,,

embedded, wirelessembedded, wireless
 Integrate best information assurance (IA) engineering from the oIntegrate best information assurance (IA) engineering from the openpen

literatureliterature
 Provide a reference paradigm for cumulative research and educatiProvide a reference paradigm for cumulative research and educationon
 Drive higher assurance for open source and commercial softwareDrive higher assurance for open source and commercial software

 Leverage:Leverage: Raise work factors required to compromise commodityRaise work factors required to compromise commodity
hostshosts
 Eliminate remote access penetration vectorsEliminate remote access penetration vectors
 Prevent privilege escalationPrevent privilege escalation
 Manage information leakageManage information leakage
 Verify tool chain and resulting softwareVerify tool chain and resulting software
 Rapidly detect and remediate flaws or breachesRapidly detect and remediate flaws or breaches

 Approach:Approach: Pool research efforts across OECD countries toPool research efforts across OECD countries to
create and evolve a shared host platform reflecting best IAcreate and evolve a shared host platform reflecting best IA
engineering practicesengineering practices

 Research:Research: Motivate technical research via  needs of an existingMotivate technical research via  needs of an existing
and readilyand readily--accessible free implementationaccessible free implementation
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Open Source Trustworthy Operating System:Open Source Trustworthy Operating System:
10 Key Technical Features10 Key Technical Features

1.1. Safe Language*:Safe Language*: No penetration vectorsNo penetration vectors
 Clean semanticsClean semantics –– lambda calculus, extensiblelambda calculus, extensible
 Design for verificationDesign for verification
 Composality (practical even if incomplete)Composality (practical even if incomplete)

2.2. Trusted Operating System*:Trusted Operating System*: Enforce least privilegeEnforce least privilege
 Separation kernels or hypervisorsSeparation kernels or hypervisors
 Factored into wellFactored into well--defined independent cooperating componentsdefined independent cooperating components
 Critical components verifiedCritical components verified

3.3. Binary Hygiene*:Binary Hygiene*: Eliminate return oriented programmingEliminate return oriented programming
 Control function entry/exit points (gates)Control function entry/exit points (gates)

4.4. Information Flow Control:Information Flow Control: Manage side channelsManage side channels
 Leak resistanceLeak resistance

5.5. Monitoring:Monitoring: Audit & AccountabilityAudit & Accountability
 MultiMulti--scale reference modelsscale reference models
 Privacy awarenessPrivacy awareness

6.6. Recovery:Recovery: Efficient diagnosis and rollback to known statesEfficient diagnosis and rollback to known states
 Transactional persistent memoryTransactional persistent memory

7.7. Safe Networking Stack:Safe Networking Stack: Enforce least privilegeEnforce least privilege
 Protocol and channel separation by application, process or threaProtocol and channel separation by application, process or threadd

8.8. Authorization & Authentication System:Authorization & Authentication System: Manage least privilegeManage least privilege
 NonNon--byby--passablepassable

9.9. Separation User Interface:Separation User Interface:
 Manage domain crossings explicitlyManage domain crossings explicitly

10.10. High Productivity Trusted Software Engineering*:High Productivity Trusted Software Engineering*:
 Inside industry development CyclesInside industry development Cycles
 Verified tool chainVerified tool chain
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Trustworthy Host StrategyTrustworthy Host Strategy
 ApproachApproach

 Fund a modern secure host R&D effort across universities and theFund a modern secure host R&D effort across universities and the
open source communitiesopen source communities

 Incorporate best security concepts for the OS, programmingIncorporate best security concepts for the OS, programming
languages (PL) and applicationslanguages (PL) and applications

 Design the PL for verification so that open source code can beDesign the PL for verification so that open source code can be
checked and safely incorporated into derivative productschecked and safely incorporated into derivative products

 Provide very high productivity and cool development toolsProvide very high productivity and cool development tools
 ImpactImpact

 Biases work factors in favor of defense over attackBiases work factors in favor of defense over attack
 R&D community becomes vastly more familiar with informationR&D community becomes vastly more familiar with information

assurance technologiesassurance technologies
 Computer science education has the tools for hands on secure hosComputer science education has the tools for hands on secure hostt

developmentdevelopment
 Open source world moves to higher assurance levelsOpen source world moves to higher assurance levels
 Commercial vendors must match assurance and productivity levelsCommercial vendors must match assurance and productivity levels inin

COTS productsCOTS products
 EvaluationEvaluation

 Without a trustworthy host effortWithout a trustworthy host effort
 the open source world will remain a continuing source of vulnerathe open source world will remain a continuing source of vulnerabilitybility
 Commercial vendors would raise assurance at slower rates.Commercial vendors would raise assurance at slower rates.
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International Solutions toInternational Solutions to
International ChallengesInternational Challenges

 International Cyber Data SharingInternational Cyber Data Sharing
 Relevance: Cyber attacks are globalRelevance: Cyber attacks are global
 Impact: Raise work factors for attackers, situational awarenessImpact: Raise work factors for attackers, situational awareness
 Phases: Basic researchPhases: Basic research --> operational cyber threat centers> operational cyber threat centers
 Synergies: Combined data and expertise are moreSynergies: Combined data and expertise are more

comprehensivecomprehensive
 Incentives: Participants gain from the efforts and expertise ofIncentives: Participants gain from the efforts and expertise of

othersothers
 Current Status: Predict with Canada, mostly a lack ofCurrent Status: Predict with Canada, mostly a lack of

systematic cyber data sharing and R&D targeting itsystematic cyber data sharing and R&D targeting it
 International Trustworthy Host PlatformInternational Trustworthy Host Platform

 Relevance: Attacks on allies strengthen malicious actorsRelevance: Attacks on allies strengthen malicious actors
 Impact: Bias work factors towards defender, betterImpact: Bias work factors towards defender, better

instrumentationinstrumentation
 Phases: Basic researchPhases: Basic research --> production systems> production systems
 Synergies: Combined expertise, global threat environmentSynergies: Combined expertise, global threat environment
 Incentives: Enhance R&D, education, reduce costs of defenseIncentives: Enhance R&D, education, reduce costs of defense
 Current Status: SECurrent Status: SE--Linux, Racket, other research prototypesLinux, Racket, other research prototypes


